
D.B.N Vidya Mandir Mubarak Mandi,Jammu

Class 6th Subject- English

Holidays Homework

Yours holiday homework this year is a fun mix of all aspects of the language.Its has been
designed to ensure that you enjoy and learn at the same time.

Prepare a separate notebook and do the holiday homeWriwork in it.

Q1. Summer break also provides an opportunity to improve your handwriting. Let's do
transcription of 30 pages in a thin notebook.You may copydown short newspaper everyday .

Q2.Make a chart of Pronoun and it's types with example

Q3. Write the antonymsand synonyms of the following words

1 Genuine 2 Shinning 3 Slander 4 Scorn 5 charm 6 Hold 7 Fun 8 Break

9 Misty 10 Witty 11 Loose 12 Clear 13 Happy 14 Outbreak 15 Sad

16 Happy 17 Awkward 18 Haste 19 Clam 20 Current

Q4Prepared a dictionary with minimum two words with meaning for each alphabet. You can
write words that you have learnt or you can add new words also.

Q5 Do revision of U2 Syllabus done in the class.





HOLIDAY HOMEWORK OF CLASS 6TH 

SUBJECT-MATHS 

1 Do revision exercise of 3.7 , 4.1 and 4.2 and solve it in your notebook. 

2. Make a wall clock showing time using a cardboard or the thermocol. 

3. Solve page no. 5 and 6 of Aptitude in your notebook. 

 

SUBJECT- SCIENCE 

1 Learn chapter-4( Sorting Materials into Groups) full. 

2. Read chapter-5(Separation of substances) and chapter-6 (Changes Around us) and find out internals 

and write in your notebook. 

3. Paste the samples of different types of fibres, cereals and spices in your scrapbook. 

4. “Water Is Life” Make a colourful painting on this theme with a slogan to SAVE WATER on a chart 
paper. 

 

 





D.B.N VIDYA MANDIR MUBARAK MANDI

Holidays Homework

Class 6th. Subject G.K

Do revision of work done in the class.

Make a chart on Olympics Medallists of India.(Any six)


